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Abstract As a group, cigarette smokers exhibit blunted sub-
jective, behavioral, and neurobiological responses to nondrug
incentives and rewards, relative to nonsmokers. Findings from
recent studies suggest, however, that there are large individual
differences in the devaluation of nondrug rewards among
smokers. Moreover, this variability appears to have significant
clinical implications, since reduced sensitivity to nondrug
rewards is associated with poorer smoking cessation out-
comes. Currently, little is known about the neurobiological
mechanisms that underlie these individual differences in the
responsiveness to nondrug rewards. Here, we tested the hy-
pothesis that individual variability in reward devaluation
among smokers is linked to the functioning of the striatum.
Specifically, functional magnetic resonance imaging was used
to examine variability in the neural response to monetary
outcomes in nicotine-deprived smokers anticipating an

opportunity to smoke—circumstances found to heighten the
devaluation of nondrug rewards by smokers in prior work. We
also investigated whether individual differences in reward-
related brain activity in those expecting to have access to
cigarettes were associated with the degree to which the same
individuals subsequently were willing to resist smoking in
order to earn additional money. Our key finding was that
deprived smokers who exhibited the weakest response to
rewards (i.e., monetary gains) in the ventral striatum were
least willing to refrain from smoking for monetary reinforce-
ment. These results provide evidence that outcome-related
signals in the ventral striatum serve as a marker for clinically
meaningful individual differences in reward-motivated behav-
ior among nicotine-deprived smokers.
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Introduction

The vast majority of attempts to quit smoking cigarettes are
unsuccessful (Piasecki, 2006). The reduced sensitivity to non-
drug rewards (e.g., money) exhibited by cigarette smokers is
one factor that likely contributes significantly to such failed
attempts. Namely, relative to nonsmokers, smokers display
blunted subjective, behavioral, and neurobiological responses
to nondrug rewards (e.g., al-Adawi & Powell, 1997; Martin-
Soelch, Missimer, Leenders, & Schultz, 2003; Rose et al.,
2012). These biases may be related to neuroadaptations asso-
ciated with chronic cigarette use, preexisting vulnerabilities in
reward functioning, or both (George & Koob, 2010; Kalivas
& Volkow, 2005; Muller et al., 2013; Nees et al., 2013;
Schneider et al., 2012; Sweitzer, Donny, & Hariri, 2012).
Regardless of origin, this relative insensitivity to nondrug
rewards presumably diminishes the impact of potential
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sources of motivation for maintaining smoking abstinence and
thus serves as an important obstacle to smoking cessation.

Recent findings indicate that the devaluation of non-
drug rewards by smokers indeed has significant clinical
implications (Lam et al., 2012; MacKillop et al., 2012;
Mueller et al., 2009; Sheffer et al., 2012; Versace et al.,
2012). For example, Sheffer et al. observed that greater
discounting of delayed monetary rewards was associated
with a significantly reduced likelihood of maintaining
abstinence across the 28 weeks following treatment in a
sample of quitting smokers who received cognitive-
behavioral therapy with relapse prevention. Moreover,
these innovative studies have revealed that quitting
smokers also vary widely in the degree to which they
are responsive to affective and motivational cues, with
reduced sensitivity to such stimuli associated with
poorer smoking cessation outcomes. For instance,
Versace et al. found that scalp event-related potentials
(ERPs) evoked by pleasant pictures predicted long-term
abstinence in quitting smokers receiving behavioral
counseling and pharmacological treatment. Specifically,
smokers who displayed dampened brain responses (scalp
ERPs) to the pleasant images were significantly less
likely to be abstinent at 10, 12, and 24 weeks following
their quit date than were those who exhibited more
robust responses to the pictures. Collectively, these re-
sults highlight the clinical relevance of individual dif-
ferences in the processing of reward-related information
among smokers.

Presently, however, little is known about the specific neural
mechanisms associated with the varying levels of sensitivity
to reward-related information processing exhibited by
smokers. Addressing this knowledge gap would provide in-
sight into the cognitive and affective processes that underpin
the devaluation of nondrug rewards in those at highest risk for
exhibiting such an effect. This information, in turn, would
have significant implications for the development of interven-
tions aimed at increasing reward sensitivity—and receptivity
to incentives for remaining abstinent—in smokers who are
likely to have the most difficulty when attempting to quit. A
primary goal of the present functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) study, then, was to examine the neural sub-
strates mediating variability in the devaluation of nondrug
rewards by nicotine-deprived smokers. More precisely, we
sought to test the hypothesis that such individual differences
in reward-related information processing are linked to the
functioning of the striatum. This prediction is based on exten-
sive evidence that the dorsal and ventral striatum are key
components of the brain circuitry supporting reward process-
ing (Delgado, 2007; Haber & Knutson, 2010). Furthermore,
both the dorsal and ventral striatum have been implicated in
the devaluation of nondrug rewards by smokers as a group
(Buhler et al., 2010; Dagher et al., 2001; Kobiella et al., 2013;

Luo, Ainslie, Giragosian, & Monterosso, 2011; MacKillop
et al., 2012;Martin-Solch et al., 2001; Martin-Solch et al.,
2003; Peters et al., 2011; Rose et al., 2012). Thus, we aimed
to extend such findings by testing our hypothesis that the
magnitude of the striatal response to nondrug rewards (as
measured by the blood oxygen level dependent signal to
monetary losses and gains) varies across smokers—with some
exhibiting greater responsiveness than others. Here, we will
examine this activity in nicotine-deprived smokers who are, or
are not, expecting to smoke, since anticipating the opportunity
to smoke, itself, has been linked to a decrease in the striatal
response to nondrug monetary reward (Wilson, Sayette,
Delgado, & Fiez, 2008; Wilson, Sayette, & Fiez, 2004;
Wilson, Smyth, & MacLean, 2014).

That said, the ultimate hypothesis to be tested here is that
variation in the striatal processing of nondrug rewards for
those expecting to smoke will predict the subsequent willing-
ness to forego a cigarette in an effort to earn more money. This
hypothesis was motivated by two lines of evidence. First,
nonhuman animal studies demonstrate that individual differ-
ences in responsiveness to a natural reward cue predict indi-
vidual differences in drug seeking and drug taking (Grigson,
1997; Grigson, Twining, Freet, Wheeler, & Geddes, 2009).
Specifically, greater avoidance of a drug-paired saccharin
reward cue in rats has been found to correlate positively with
their rate of drug self-administration (Gomez, 2002), the total
amount of drug they consume (e.g., Grigson & Twining,
2002; Twining, Bolan, & Grigson, 2009), and how vigorously
they seek drugs following extended abstinence (Grigson &
Twining, 2002). Moreover, avoidance of the otherwise palat-
able drug-paired saccharin cue also is associated with a full
blunting (Grigson & Hajnal, 2007) or even a reversal
(Wheeler et al., 2011) of dopamine in the ventral striatum
(i.e., nucleus accumbens). Second, results from our recent
work suggest that human smokers exhibit a conceptually
related effect and that this effect appears to be associated with
the ventral striatum. Specifically, in a recent study that incor-
porated fMRI and ecological momentary assessment methods,
we found that there was tendency to devalue nondrug
rewards (e.g., money) during a stimulated quit attempt
when cigarettes were perceived to be accessible only
among smokers with a relatively weak response to
monetary outcomes in the ventral striatum (i.e., the
ventral caudate nucleus); those with a comparatively
strong response to monetary outcomes in the ventral
striatum did not exhibit such an effect (Wilson et al.,
2014). In the present study, we sought to directly in-
vestigate the clinical relevance of these initial findings
by testing the hypothesis that nondrug incentives for
abstinence would be least effective for nicotine-
deprived smokers exhibiting the greatest reduction in
reward-related activity in the striatum during the antic-
ipation of smoking.
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Method

Participants

Fifty-one right-handed, native English speaking cigarette
smokers between the ages 18 of 45 completed the experiment,
with 44 yielding usable data (1 participant was excluded due
to technical error, and 6 participants were excluded due to
excessive head motion during fMRI data collection). Self-
identified ethnicity of the usable sample was as follows:
91 % Caucasian, 5 % Asian, 2 % African American, and
2 % Hispanic. Participants were recruited through radio and
newspaper advertisements. In order to be eligible for the study,
individuals had to report that they smoked at least 10 ciga-
rettes per day for the past 12 months and that they were not
currently planning to quit smoking or actively pursuing any
form of smoking cessation treatment. Exclusionary criteria
included cardiovascular or respiratory disease during the pre-
vious year, current use of psychiatric medications, current
dependence on a substance other than nicotine based upon a
brief structured interview (Sheehan et al., 1998), and current
depression (>16 on the Center for Epidemiologic Studies
Depression Scale; Radloff, 1977). Participants were assigned
randomly to two smoking opportunity conditions (instructed-
yes, instructed-no) during the experiment, as detailed below.
Age, sex, ethnicity, cigarettes/day, and nicotine dependence
(as assessed using the Fagerström Test for Nicotine
Dependence; Heatherton, Kozlowski, Frecker, &
Fagerstrom, 1991) were similar across conditions (p values
>.05). Table 1 reports select demographic characteristics and
self-reported smoking urge for the full sample and for each
group. All procedures were approved by the institutional
review board of the Pennsylvania State University, and written
informed consent was obtained from all participants.
Individuals were paid up to US$140 for their participation.

Assessment of smoking urge and nicotine withdrawal

Participants verbally rated their current urge to smoke on a
scale ranging from 0 (absolutely no urge to smoke at all) to

100 (strongest urge to smoke I’ve ever experienced) twice
during the experimental session: (1) immediately prior to
being placed in the scanner for fMRI data acquisition and
(2) immediately before being removed from the scanner at the
conclusion of fMRI data collection.

Participants in the instructed-yes condition also com-
pleted measures assessing smoking urge and nicotine
withdrawal symptoms while completing the smoking
lapse task, which is described further below. Regarding
the former, participants completed the Questionnaire of
Smoking Urges–Brief (QSU–Brief; Cox, Tiffany, &
Christen, 2001) every 10 min during the task. The
QSU–Brief consists of 10 self-descriptive items (e.g.,
“I have a desire for a cigarette right now”), each rated
on a 7-point scale anchored by 1 (strongly disagree) and
7 (strongly agree). The questionnaire yields a total score
capturing overall smoking urge that ranges from 10 to 70, as
well as two subscale scores (each consisting of 5 items with
possible scores ranging from 5 to 35) assessing urge associat-
ed with anticipated positive and negative reinforcement from
smoking, respectively. Scores were obtained by summing all
items (for the total score) or the relevant subset of items (for
the two subscales), with higher scores reflecting greater urge
in each case.

In order to assess symptoms of nicotine withdrawal,
part icipants completed the Minnesota Nicotine
Withdrawal Scale (MNWS; Hughes & Hatsukami,
1986) at the beginning and end of the lapse task. The
version of the MNWS used in the present study includ-
ed a total of eight items: one asking about craving for
cigarettes and seven items asking about other common
symptoms of nicotine withdrawal (e.g., irritability).
Participants were asked to rate the intensity of each
symptom at that moment on a 5-point scale anchored
by 0 (none) and 4 (severe). As was suggested by
Hughes and Hatsukami (1998), a total withdrawal se-
verity score was calculated by summing the seven
noncraving items. Possible scores thus ranged from 0
to 28, with higher scores reflecting more severe nicotine
withdrawal symptoms.

Table 1 Mean (SD) sample characteristics and self-reported urge

Full Sample (n = 44) Instructed-No Condition (n = 21) Instructed-Yes Condition (n = 23)

Percent male 54 52 56

Age 26.1 (7.0) 26.0 (6.6) 26.2 (7.5)

Cigarettes/day 15.4 (3.4) 16.4 (3.6) 14.4 (2.9)

FTND score 4.0 (1.7) 4.3 (1.7) 3.7 (1.6)

Prescan urge 51.5 (26.4) 50.3 (28.0) 52.7 (25.5)

Postscan urge 64.0 (26.5) 65.4 (24.0) 62.7 (29.0)

Note. Nicotine dependence was assessed using the Fagerström Test for Nicotine Dependence (FTND; range of possible scores was 1–10). Smoking urge
was assessed using a single-item 0–100 scale (higher numbers indicate greater urge).
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Card-guessing task

While in the scanner (see below), all participants performed a
card-guessing task for monetary compensation (adapted from
Delgado, Nystrom, Fissell, Noll, & Fiez, 2000). The paradigm
was chosen because it has proven useful for characterizing
within- and between-person variability in the striatal response
to nondrug rewards in several previous studies (e.g., Delgado,
2007; Hariri et al., 2006; Wilson et al., 2014). Each trial of the
task began with a 2-s choice period, during which a question
mark appeared within a “card” (a rectangle) on the screen.
Participants guessed whether the numerical value of the card
was higher or lower than five, which they indicated by press-
ing one of two buttons. After the choice period, a number from
1 to 9 (excluding 5) was presented for 1 s, followed by
feedback (also presented for 1 s) informing participants
whether or not their guess was correct. Feedback consisted
of either a green upward-pointing arrow (correct guess/
monetary gain) or a red downward-pointing arrow (incorrect
guess/monetary loss). Trials concluded with the presentation
of a fixation cross for 12.5 s. Participants were informed
that each correct guess led to the addition of $1.00 to the
total payment they would receive, while each incorrect
guess led to the loss of $0.50 from this total, and that they
could earn up to $30 on the basis of their performance
during the task. Unbeknownst to participants, outcomes
were predetermined (50 % gain, 50 % loss) to ensure an
equivalent experience across participants and were present-
ed pseudorandomly.

Smoking lapse task

Participants in the instructed-yes condition completed a be-
havioral task modeling the willingness to refrain from
smoking to obtain a nondrug incentive (McKee, 2009;
McKee, Krishnan-Sarin, Shi, Mase, & O'Malley, 2006;
McKee, Weinberger, Shi, Tetrault, & Coppola, 2012).
(Participants in the instructed-no condition completed a risk
task that is not a focus of the present study and will be reported
elsewhere.) During the task, instructed-yes participants first
were presented with a tray containing eight cigarettes of their
preferred brand, a lighter, and an ashtray. Subsequently, they
were informed that theywould remain in the testing room for a
total of 50 min and that they would earn $1 for each 5-min
block of time that they delayed smoking, with the potential to
earn up to $10 if they delayed smoking for the entire period.
Participants were free, however, to initiate smoking at any
point during the 50-min period, at which point they ceased
earning additional money. The amount of time that smoking
was postponed (range of 0–50 min) was the dependent mea-
sure of primary interest in the present study. As was described
above, craving and nicotine withdrawal symptoms were
assessed either every 10 min (craving) or at 0 and 50 min

(nicotine withdrawal symptoms) during the delay period,
using the QSU–Brief and MNWS, respectively. Analyses
presented herein focus on ratings collected at the beginning
and end of the task.

Procedure

Individuals who responded to recruitment advertisements
underwent a preliminary telephone screening interview.
Eligible participants then visited the lab for two sessions: an
initial behavioral baseline session (scheduled to begin be-
tween 11:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. for all participants) and an
fMRI experimental session (scheduled to begin between
10:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. for all participants). During the
baseline session, participants provided an expired-air carbon
monoxide (CO) sample, which was used to verify smoking
status (>10 parts per million). Participants also completed a
battery of interview and self-report assessments, including
demographics and tobacco use questionnaires. After complet-
ing the baseline assessment, participants were scheduled for
the 2-h experimental session (held on a separate day). They
were instructed to abstain from smoking and from using
nicotine-containing products for the 12 h preceding the exper-
iment and that a CO sample would be obtained to verify
compliance with these instructions. Participants also were
instructed to refrain from consuming drugs or alcohol for the
24 h preceding the experiment.

Participants completed the experimental session within
3 weeks of the baseline session (M = 8.2 days separating
sessions; range of 1–21 days between visits). Upon arrival
for the experiment, participants reported the last time they had
smoked a cigarette, and a second CO sample was obtained to
check compliance with deprivation instructions. The latter had
to be at least 50% lower than the baseline sample, a cutoff that
was established on the basis of prior experience with similar
samples and procedures (e.g., Sayette, Loewenstein, Griffin,
& Black, 2008; Wilson, Sayette, & Fiez, 2012). All 44 partic-
ipants included in the analyses satisfied this criterion.
Following CO verification, all participants were informed that
they would not be able to smoke during the experiment and,
therefore, would have to wait approximately 2 h before having
the chance to consume cigarettes. This time frame has been
used successfully in prior research to create a robust expec-
tancy of not being able to smoke (Juliano & Brandon, 1998;
Wilson, Sayette, Delgado, & Fiez, 2005; Wilson et al., 2012).
Next, participants were informed that they would have the
opportunity to earn additional money on the basis of their
performance during the card-guessing task. After being given
instructions regarding how to perform the task, participants
verbally rated their urge to smoke from 0 to 100 and were
placed inside the fMRI scanner. All participants completed an
initial set of 60 interleaved trials of the card-guessing task (30
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gain and 30 loss trials) after being told that they would not be
able to smoke during the study.

After completing the initial set of 60 trials, participants
were assigned randomly to one of two smoking opportunity
conditions (instructed-yes or instructed-no). This within-
participants expectancy manipulation allowed us to assess
the effects of changes in smoking opportunity on reward
processing within individuals (our primary aim), as well as
to compare reward-related responses in those who were and
who were not expecting to smoke.

Participants in the instructed-yes condition were given the
following instructions by an experimenter:

You are about halfway done with the feedback task.
Before you continue, I wanted to tell you about a mis-
take in the instructions that I previously gave you.When
I told that you would not be able to smoke during the
study, I was looking at the wrong information. Actually,
you will have the chance to smoke during the study.
Specifically, you will be removed from the scanner and
will be given a brief break after you finish the feedback
task, which will take about 16 more minutes to com-
plete. Youwill be given an opportunity to smoke during
the break. I apologize for the error.

Participants in the instructed-no condition were given the
following instructions:

You are about halfway done with the feedback task.
You will be removed from the scanner and given a
brief break after you finish the feedback task, which
will take about 16 more minutes to complete. As
indicated earlier, you will not be permitted to smoke
during the break. You will have to wait until the
study is finished before having the opportunity to
smoke.

For both conditions, instructions were delivered via
an intercom while participants remained in the MRI
scanner. After receiving instructions, all participants
completed a second set of 60 interleaved trials of the
card-guessing task (30 gain and 30 loss trials).
Participants then rated their urge to smoke from 0 to
100 and were removed from the scanner.

After being removed from the scanner, participants in
the instructed-yes condition were escorted to a testing
room and were told that, as promised, they would be
given a chance to smoke but that they would have the
opportunity to earn extra money by delaying cigarette use.
They then completed the smoking lapse task. Participants
in the instructed-no condition completed a different para-
digm assessing risk taking that will be presented else-
where, as noted above. Finally, participants were debriefed
and paid for their participation.

fMRI methods

Scanning was conducted at the Penn State Social, Life, and
Engineering Sciences Imaging Center using a 3-Tesla
Siemens Trio scanner (Siemens Medical Solutions,
Erlangen, Germany). Prior to functional scanning, a high-
resolution three-dimensional structural volume was acquired
using a T1-weighted magnetization-prepared rapid gradient
echo sequence. During functional scanning, 38-slice oblique-
axial functional images (3 × 3 × 3 mm voxels) were acquired
using a standard echo-planar imaging pulse sequence [TR =
2,000 ms, TE = 25 ms, FOV = 192 mm, flip angle = 79°].

Analytic strategy

BrainVoyager QX software (version 2.4.2; Brain Innovation,
Maastricht, The Netherlands) and the NeuroElf toolbox (ver-
sion 0.9c; www.neuroelf.net) for MATLAB (version 8.0; The
MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA) were used to preprocess and
analyze the imaging data. The following preprocessing steps
were employed prior to statistical analysis: motion correction
(six-parameter rigid body transformation), slice scan time
correction (trilinear/sinc interpolation), spatial smoothing
using a three-dimensional Gaussian filter (4-mm full width
at half maximum), voxel-wise linear detrending, and high-
pass filtering of frequencies (three cycles per time course).
Subsequently, structural and functional images were trans-
formed to standard Talairach stereotaxic space (Talairach &
Tournoux, 1988).

fMRI data were analyzed using a random-effects general
linear model (GLM) with task-related regressors. Specifically,
regressors of interest were created by convolving a delta
function representing trial onset times for the two trial condi-
tions presented during the card-guessing task (i.e., monetary
gain and monetary loss) with a standard two-gamma hemo-
dynamic response function. These regressors were entered
into a GLM to obtain parameter estimates (i.e., beta weights)
for each participant. As described above, participants com-
pleted two 60-trial sets of the card-guessing task that were
separated by the delivery of instructions at the midpoint of the
scan session (those in the instructed-yes condition were told
that they would able to smoke soon, while those in the
instructed-no condition were reminded that they would not
be able to smoke during the study). Because we predicted that
neural responses to monetary outcomes would change as a
function of this smoking opportunity manipulation, data from
each 60-trial set of the card-guessing task were modeled
separately. On the basis ofMonte Carlo simulations conducted
using NeuroElf, it was determined that a combined per-voxel
threshold of p < .001 and cluster-extent threshold of 9 or more
contiguous voxels would yield a corrected family-wise error
rate of p < .05. These threshold parameters were applied to all
group-based statistical maps.
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Our principal goal was to test the prediction that
smokers who showed the largest attenuation in the
striatal response to nondrug rewards during the anticipa-
tion of smoking would be the least willing to resist
smoking in order to obtain a nondrug incentive.
Accordingly, using an approach motivated by previous
research (Fareri, Niznikiewicz, Lee, & Delgado, 2012),
we first identified striatal regions of interest (ROIs) by
conducting a contrast of monetary gain versus loss out-
comes. (As is detailed below, this yielded ROIs in the
ventral striatum bilaterally.) This contrast was performed
using only data from the first half of the scan session
(preceding the smoking opportunity manipulation), which
generated an ROI mask that then was applied to data
acquired during the second half of the scan session
(following the smoking opportunity manipulation) for
subsequent analyses. In order to quantify potential effects
of the smoking opportunity manipulation while control-
ling for variability in outcome-related responses at base-
line (Cohen, Cohen, West, & Aiken, 2003), residualized
change scores in the ventral striatal response to outcomes
were created by regressing postinstruction beta weights
on preinstruction beta weights extracted from the ventral
striatum, with the resulting residuals used in primary
analyses. These residualized change scores were used to
examine the association between outcome-related ventral
striatal activity during the second half of the scan session
and performance during the smoking lapse task in the
instructed-yes group. Specifically, because the delay to
smoking was distributed bimodally (as described in the
Results section), independent samples t tests (two-tailed)
were used to contrast expectancy-related changes in the
striatal response to outcomes in those who did versus did
not choose to smoke during the lapse task. We predicted
that those who “lapsed” would exhibit a significantly
larger decrease in the striatal response to monetary gains
when informed that cigarettes soon would be accessible
than would those who refrained from smoking during the
lapse paradigm.

In addition to our main aim of establishing direct links
between ventral striatal responsiveness during the card-
guessing task and clinically relevant behavior outside of
the scanner, a secondary objective of the study was to
more broadly examine the effects of smoking opportunity
on ventral striatal activity associated with the gain and
loss of money. Toward this end, residualized change
scores in the ventral striatal response to outcomes (calcu-
lated using the procedure described above) were entered
into a second-level ANOVA with smoking opportunity
(instructed-yes, instructed-no) as a between-participants
factor, trial condition (monetary gain, monetary loss) as a
within-participants factors, and participant as a random
factor.

Results

Smoking urge and nicotine withdrawal

A 2 (smoking opportunity: instructed-yes, instructed-no) × 2
(time: preinstruction, postinstruction) ANOVA revealed a
main effect of time, F(1, 42) = 13.47, p < .001. As is presented
in Table 1, urge ratings rose over time for both groups. The
smoking opportunity main effect and the smoking opportunity
× time interaction were not significant (p values > .4).

Table 2 presents ratings of smoking urge (as assessed using
the QSU–Brief) and symptoms of nicotine withdrawal (as
assessed using the MNWS) for participants in the instructed-
yes group during the smoking lapse task. As is shown, mean
levels of smoking urge and nicotine withdrawal severity were
higher in those who did versus did not smoke (as may be
expected), but these differences failed to reach significance
(p values > .1).

Identification of striatal ROIs

To isolate striatal ROIs sensitive to reward outcomes, we first
conducted a contrast of monetary gain versus loss outcomes
including only data from the preinstruction portion of the scan
session, with the mask generated using this procedure subse-
quently applied to data from the postinstruction period of the
scan session. This contrast yielded activation in several re-
gions (Table 3) but was particularly robust in the ventral
striatum bilaterally (Fig. 1a). With the exception of the medial
frontal gyrus, which exhibited the opposite pattern, the re-
sponse to gains was greater than the response to losses in the
identified brain areas.

Striatal activation and willingness to resist smoking

The main objective of the study was to test the hypothesis that
smokers’ willingness to resist smoking in order to obtain a
nondrug incentive would be predicted by their striatal re-
sponse to nondrug rewards during the anticipation of
smoking. As was noted in the Method section, the delay to
smoking during the lapse taskwas distributed bimodally in the
sample: Five participants in the instructed-yes condition chose
to smoke during the 50-min delay period of the lapse para-
digm (M = 12.2-min delay; SD = 10.6), while 18 participants
chose not to smoke during the 50-min task. (There were no
differences in age, cigarettes smoked per day, or level of
nicotine dependence [assessed via FTND] between those
who did and did not smoke; p values > .1). Accordingly,
analyses focused on contrasting residualized change in the
response to outcomes in the ventral striatum following the
smoking expectancy manipulation in instructed-yes partici-
pants who did, versus did not, smoke, using independent
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samples t tests, with a particular interest in characterizing
subgroup differences in the response to rewards.

Consistent with our hypothesis, participants in the
instructed-yes condition who chose to smoke during the lapse
task exhibited a significantly lower response to monetary
gains, relative to those who refrained from smoking during
the task in both the left, t(21) = 2.55, p = .019, and right, t(21)
= 2.97, p = .007, ventral striatum (Fig. 1b). Importantly, these
effects remained significant when controlling for age, number
of cigarettes smoked per day, self-reported smoking urge,
level of nicotine dependence (assessed using the FTND),
and nicotine withdrawal symptoms (assessed using the
MNWS). There was no difference between those who did
and did not smoke in the response to monetary losses in either
the left, t(21) = 1.70, p = .103, or right, t(21) = 1.21, p = .238,
ventral striatum (Fig. 1c).

To evaluate whether these effects were specific to the
striatum, we examined the association between outcome-
related activation and the delay to smoking during the lapse
task for the additional brain regions identified in the contrast

of monetary gain versus loss outcomes. As was expected, we
did not observe significant group differences in any of the
remaining brain areas (p values > .1).

Smoking opportunity and striatal activation

We conducted a 2 (smoking opportunity: instructed-yes,
instructed-no) × 2 (trial condition: monetary gain, monetary
loss) ANOVA to test whether the opportunity to smoke would
decrease the ventral striatal response to monetary losses and
gains. Contrary to predictions, this analysis failed to yield
significant effects (p values > .05).

Discussion

The present study examined the neurobiological substrates of
variability in the devaluation of nondrug rewards among
nicotine-deprived cigarette smokers. Our primary goal was
to test the hypothesis that such individual differences are

Table 2 Mean (SD) smoking urge and nicotine withdrawal symptoms at the start (0min) and end (50min) of the lapse task for those in the instructed-yes
group who did versus did not smoke

Smoked during lapse task (n = 5) Did not smoke during lapse task (n = 18) t(21) p value

QSU–Brief total: 0 min 53.2 (6.4) 45.2 (12.4) 1.36 .19

QSU–Brief positive reinforcement: 0 min 31.6 (3.1) 28.0 (6.8) 1.13 .27

QSU–Brief negative reinforcement: 0 min 21.6 (3.8) 17.2 (7.2) 1.30 .21

QSU–Brief total: 50 min 56.8 (5.2) 45.1 (16.2) 1.63 .12

QSU–Brief positive reinforcement: 50 min 33.2 (2.5) 26.8 (8.5) 1.63 .12

QSU–Brief negative reinforcement: 50 min 23.6 (3.5) 18.2 (8.9) 1.31 .21

MNWS: 0 min 9.6 (4.3) 8.9 (5.1) 0.28 .78

MNWS: 50 min 10.4 (2.7) 9.9 (5.1) 0.19 .85

Note. Smoking urgewas assessed using the Questionnaire of Smoking Urges–Brief (QSU–Brief), which yields a total score (range of possible scores was
10–70), and scores on two subscales assessing urges associated with anticipated positive and negative reinforcement from smoking, respectively (range
of possible scores was 5–35 for each). Nicotine withdrawal symptoms were assessed using the Minnesota Nicotine Withdrawal Scale (MNWS; range of
possible scores was 0–28).

Table 3 Regions exhibiting a main effect of outcome (monetary gain vs. loss) during the preinstruction period of the scan session

Talairach Coordinates

Region BA Size (mm3) x y z Average F Ratio

Left medial frontal gyrus 6 1,053 −3 −10 64 12.36

Left superior frontal gyrus 6 1,593 −18 20 61 11.51

Left middle frontal gyrus 6 486 −45 8 52 11.80

Left inferior parietal lobule 39 567 −45 −64 31 9.59

Left middle frontal gyrus 10 1,458 −39 56 10 11.72

Anterior cingulate gyrus 32 1,026 −3 41 7 10.66

Left ventral striatum 2,241 −12 5 −5 17.45

Right ventral striatum 1,728 12 5 −2 17.56

Note. Coordinates given for local maxima of cluster in Talairach space. BA = Brodmann’s area.
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associated with the functioning of the striatum and, more
specifically, that reward-related striatal responses measured
during the anticipation of an impending opportunity to smoke
would predict the willingness to resist smoking for a nondrug
incentive. Related to this aim, we found that deprived smokers
who exhibited the weakest ventral striatal response to nondrug
rewards (i.e., monetary gains) when expecting to have access
to cigarettes were least willing to delay smoking for monetary
reinforcement. As was predicted, this association was specific
to the striatal response to monetary gains: Those who did and
did not smoke during the smoking lapse task displayed similar
responses to monetary losses in the ventral striatum. In addi-
tion, the willingness to resist smoking was not related to
activation in other brain regions that also were sensitive to
monetary outcomes, such as regions of the prefrontal and
anterior cingulate cortices. In the present study, roughly
20 % of participants exhibited an attenuation of the striatal
response to monetary gains and a subsequent disinclination to
forgo cigarette use for money. To the extent that this
reflects the proportion of deprived smokers who are
relatively unresponsive to nondrug rewards more

broadly, these effects may contribute to the maintenance
of cigarette use and relapse for a considerable segment
of the smoking population.

The present findings replicate recent research demonstrat-
ing that both the sensitivity to affective and motivational cues
(Lam et al., 2012; Versace et al., 2012) and valuation of
delayed rewards (Mueller et al., 2009; Sheffer et al., 2012)
predict smoking cessation outcomes. Our results extend this
by linking such effects to the ventral striatum, a brain region
strongly implicated in reward-related processing and motivat-
ed behavior. In particular, converging findings from nonhu-
man animal (Schultz, Tremblay, & Hollerman, 2000) and
human (Delgado, 2007; O'Doherty, 2004) research indicates
that the magnitude of ventral striatal activity provides an index
of the relative value of reward-related stimuli. Accordingly,
one explanation for the observed pattern is that, for a subgroup
of nicotine-deprived smokers, the incentive value associated
with the prospect of smoking in the near future overshadowed
the value ascribed to the money that was earned in the interim,
as indicated by a blunting of the ventral striatal response to
monetary gains.
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Fig. 1 a Ventral striatal regions exhibiting a main effect of outcome.
Brain slice is 1 mm above the anterior-commissure–posterior-commis-
sure plane in Talairach stereotaxic space. Right: Residualized change in
the ventral striatal response to monetary gains (b) and losses (c) for those

who subsequently did (blue bars) and did not (red bars) smoke during the
smoking lapse task. Bars indicate means, and error bars indicate +1
standard error of the mean. Asterisks indicate a significant difference
between those who did versus did not smoke (*p < .05, **p < .01)
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Conceptually, the present findings parallel results from
animal research examining the comparison of natural and
drug-related rewards. Specifically, studies using both passive
drug delivery and drug self-administration paradigms have
demonstrated that rats will reduce the ingestion of appetitive
gustatory stimuli after they have been paired with subsequent
drug administration (Grigson et al., 2009). This pattern of
behavior is thought to reflect, at least in part, an anticipatory
contrast effect whereby the incentive value of the appetitive
gustatory stimulus is diminished relative to the value of the
drug administration it has come to predict (Grigson, 1997;
Grigson et al., 2009). As was previously noted, research
indicates that there is substantial individual variability in the
degree to which rats devalue nondrug taste stimuli in the
presence of cues associated with drug delivery and, further,
that this heterogeneity is linked to important aspects of addic-
tive behavior (Gomez, 2001, 2002; Grigson& Twining, 2002;
Twining et al., 2009). The present study suggests that human
drug users (i.e., nicotine-deprived cigarette smokers) exhibit
similar behaviorally relevant individual differences in the
responsiveness to nondrug rewards in the presence of cues
signaling drug availability. An important challenge for future
studies will be to further characterize the specific
neurocognitive mechanisms that underlie this interindividual
variability. In addition, cross-species research examining the
extent to which the individual differences displayed by
humans and nonhuman animals are mediated by similar un-
derlying neurobiological processes would be valuable (see
Broos et al., 2012, for an elegant example of such cross-
species research). As with this human study, avoidance of
the drug-paired cue was associated with an altered pattern of
activity in the ventral striatum (nucleus accumbens) in the rat,
and a greater alteration in this pattern of activity predicted a
shorter latency to take the drug, greater load-up on cocaine,
and faster acquisition of cocaine self-administration across
trials (Wheeler et al., 2008).

Clinically, our results raise the possibility that, for certain
nicotine-deprived smokers, nondrug rewards may be least
effective at promoting smoking abstinence precisely when
they are needed most—that is, when smokers must forgo the
immediate reward associated with obtaining and consuming
available cigarettes in lieu of delayed nondrug rewards (e.g.,
improved health; cf. Luijten, O'Connor, Rossiter, Franken, &
Hester, 2013). Such availability-related shifts in reward sensi-
tivity would have a particularly detrimental effect on
incentive-based approaches to treating smoking, such as those
that incorporate contingency management techniques (Stitzer
& Petry, 2006). The present findings also indicate that the
ventral striatal response to rewards offers a potentially useful
metric for evaluating and improving smoking interventions.
Of note, we found that activity in the ventral striatum provided
information about clinically relevant behavior (i.e., the will-
ingness to delay smoking for money) that was not captured by

other measures, such as self-reported urge. This observation is
consistent with recent findings suggesting that fMRI has the
potential to offer insights into the substrates of behavior that
may be obscured by the various constraints associated with
self-report (Wilson et al., 2014). For instance, a recent fMRI
study found that neural responses to health messages designed
to promote smoking cessation in the medial prefrontal cortex
predicted subsequent reductions in cigarette use above and
beyond self-reported intentions to change smoking behavior
(Falk, Berkman, Whalen, & Lieberman, 2011). Accordingly,
ventral striatal responses to reward-related information may
yield unique information that is relevant for facilitating the
selection of strategies for reducing the devaluation of nondrug
rewards in at-risk individuals (e.g., by manipulating factors
such as reward magnitude and delay or tailoring of incentives
based upon individual preference). More generally, results
from this study are in accord with research demonstrating that
responses in the striatum predict treatment outcomes and
changes in drug consumption in those who use substances
other than nicotine (e.g., cannabis, cocaine, and methamphet-
amine; see Cousijn et al., 2013; Martinez et al., 2011; Wang
et al., 2012, respectively), highlighting the broad clinical
relevance of striatal functioning.

While the present experiment focused on investigating
individual differences in neural and behavioral responses to
nondrug rewards in deprived smokers who were informed that
cigarettes soon would be available, a secondary objective was
to explore the broader effects of smoking opportunity on
reward-related processing. Unlike in our previous study
(Wilson et al., 2008), and contrary to predictions, deprived
smokers who were anticipating a chance to smoke within
minutes did not exhibit a smaller striatal response to rewards
than those who were not expecting to have the opportunity to
smoke in the near future. A key difference between our prior
study and the present one is that the former employed a very
direct manipulation of smoking expectancy, whereas the latter
used a subtler approach. Regarding our earlier method, an
explicit attempt was made to increase the salience of the
manipulation by having the experimenter stand in front of a
sign designating the room as a “smoking area for research
purposes” while delivering smoking expectancy instructions
(see Wilson et al., 2005). It is possible that the tactics
employed in the present study were not as potent.
Notwithstanding this potential limitation, results are consis-
tent with the idea that the within-participants smoking oppor-
tunity manipulation was sufficient to identify a subgroup of
deprived smokers who were particularly susceptible to
expectancy-related changes in reward processing.

A second notable difference between our previous study
and the present one is that the former employed a between-
group design in which participants were informed that they
could or could not smoke only once, prior to being placed in
the fMRI scanner. In the present study, those in the instructed-
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no condition were told that they would not be able to smoke
for an extended period of time both at the beginning of the
study and at the midpoint of the fMRI session while in the
scanner. Accordingly, whereas the instructed-no group in our
previous study presumably had an opportunity to acclimate to
the fact that they would not be able to smoke prior to
performing the card-guessing task (e.g., during the minutes
that passed as they were situated in the scanner and anatomical
images were collected), instructed-no participants in the pres-
ent study were made acutely aware of the fact that cigarettes
were unavailable immediately prior to performing the second
set of task blocks. The instructed-no group in the present study
may have exhibited a change in reward sensitivity because the
second delivery of instructions elicited frustration or negative
affect, rather than simply serving as a reminder (Bogdan &
Pizzagalli, 2006). In line with this interpretation, emerging
evidence indicates that stress and negative affect do indeed
reduce the responsiveness of brain reward regions, although
the precise pattern of such effects has varied across studies (cf.
Lighthall et al., 2012; Ossewaarde et al., 2011; Porcelli,
Lewis, & Delgado, 2012). A limitation of the present study
is that participants’ affective state was not assessed in a
comprehensive manner during the experimental session.
Accordingly, additional research is needed to examine the
extent to which the diminished ventral striatal response to
feedback observed in the instructed-no group was driven by
increases in negative affect versus other influences (e.g.,
habituation).

The present study was considerably larger than Wilson
et al. (2008) and, thereby, permitted an examination of indi-
vidual differences in the effects of smoking expectancy on
reward-related processing. Furthermore, while the number of
individuals exhibiting such an effect in the present study was
modest, the proportion of the sample that appeared to be at
risk (roughly 1 in 5 deprived smokers) was far from trivial.
Thus, the results highlight an effect that may contribute to the
maintenance of cigarette use and relapse for a large number of
smokers. It should also be noted that the subgroup of partic-
ipants who “lapsed” in the present study is comparable in size
to the subgroups of interest in recent studies using brain
imaging methods to examine clinical outcomes in smokers
(e.g., 8 quitters in Froeliger et al., 2010; 9 lapsers in Janes
et al., 2010). Nevertheless, future research with larger samples
would be useful.

In summary, the results from the present study indicate that
individual differences in the ventral striatal response to non-
drug rewards predict the degree to which such stimuli influ-
ence subsequent behavior in nicotine-deprived smokers, per-
haps especially when measured under conditions of cigarette
availability. Specifically, we found that the subset of deprived
smokers who showed the largest decrease in the striatal re-
sponse to rewards as a function of smoking expectancy were
the least willing to subsequently refrain from smoking in order

to obtain a monetary incentive. Such individuals are likely to
have substantial difficulty when attempting to quit smoking.
Further characterizing the processes that contribute to vari-
ability in the sensitivity to nondrug rewards among deprived
smokers has important implications for the treatment of ad-
diction, particularly in relation to the widespread use of non-
drug incentives and rewards to motivate abstinence. In addi-
tion, investigation of these effects may help illuminate indi-
vidual differences in the neurobiological and behavioral
mechanisms that contribute to the maintenance of smoking,
as well as those that underlie variability in the susceptibility to
developing addiction to cigarettes and other substances.
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